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Project Abstract (250-400 words) Include 
Problem or Opportunity 

The American Lamb Board (ALB) and Industry Roadmap committee have recognized the importance of 
electronic grading and assisting the three major lamb harvest facilities in partially financing the equipment, 
two of which include Superior Farms Dixon and Denver.  These grading machines will provide extensive 
information about each lamb carcass processed.  In order for this information to be utilized through all levels 
of lamb production and have an impact at the ranch-gate, it is imperative to have the ability to transmit 
information back to the owners of the lambs.   

With the amount of information that will be collected, it is crucial to find a simple, but effective way, to share 
the data with producers and ultimately available to the feeders, original owners of the lambs, and the 
seedstock producer.  There is an opportunity to create a web-based platform that producers can log into to 
retrieve their password protected information.  This program will allow producers to access real time data that 
will show basic lot reports, individual lamb data, pictures of the carcasses, and compare data from lot to lot 
and year over year.   

Project Objectives  

Superior Farms will create a web-based platform that includes the detailed information from the Electronic 
Grading machine from both the Dixon and Denver facilities.  Real time data will be collected on every lot and 
animal that is processed at each facility. This project will identify a way to collect and transmit the information 
to key producers and suppliers.  The level of information given from electronic grading is dependent upon on 
the type of producer/supplier and how it can be effectively utilized.  By identifying key producers/suppliers 
and sharing varying levels of information, we can focus on those who are more likely to make changes to their 
genetics and production practices.          
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Description of efforts – Anticipated results 

Superior Farms processes 1/3 of the Federally Inspected Slaughter (FIS), and has the biggest opportunity to 
relay this message back to producers to ultimately improve meat and carcass quality.  The creation of a sign-in 
web based platform where producers/suppliers can view their information in a timely manner, pertinent to 
the lambs they had processed, will ultimately assist producers.  By having this information available to our 
producer/supplier partners, they can then make genetic and production changes that ultimately improve the 
quality of their lambs and carcasses.  

The first step will be to identify all pieces of information that can be collected and reported to the producers 
that would enhance their knowledge and utilize the information at the ranch-gate.  Following this, we will 
designate which producers and suppliers will receive the information and create a feedback mechanism so 
they can view the data on their lamb lots.  During this time, we will also create educational materials that will 
allow producers to fully understand what the data means and how they can implement changes at the farm 
and ranch level.  The last step will be launching the web program to our producer partners that qualify to 
receive the information.   

  Amount requested from NSIIC                                                   

  Applicant Matching Funds                                                        

  Local/State/Federal Funds previously awarded for project  

      TOTAL                                         

Type of Expenditure 

Personnel – list each    Relationship to Project     Number of Hours     Rate of Compensation     Total 

Kevin Hutchins Data and IT 140 $40.00 $5600.00 

Lesa Eidman Producer Resources 75 $40.00 $3000.00 

Jeff Evanson Financial/Budget 55 $40.00 $2200.00 

Shane MacKenzie Operations 55 $40.00 $2200.00 

Equipment                     Purpose                                  Cost 

Server/Licensing Data Distribution & Storage $25,000.00  $25,000.00 

     

     

Travel                             Per Diem                               Number of Days            Number of Personnel 

n/a     

     

     

 

$30,000.00 

$30,000.00 

0 

$60,000.00 



Other Related Expense 

Custom Programming   $20,000.00 

     

Overhead 

Company Resources, Server Maintenance, Office Space  $2,000.00 

     

 

Provide a qualitative summary, or justification for budget expenditures: (200 word or less) 

The biggest expense and cost of this project is establishing the data portal producers can use to view their 
custom reports and data on their lambs.  This information will need to be kept in a password protected secure 
web based program that will be created specifically for this information.  The program will be built to collect 
all of the data from the Electronic Grading machine and create reports pertinent for each producer.  The 
expense to create this program will be in the creation, licensing and servers.   

The personnel hours from the project members will be considerable and will be absorbed as the matching 
funds portion of this project as well as the cost of programming and server space that we currently utilize. 

Technical Objectives 
Responsiveness to NSIIC Stated Priorities (from web site) 

This program is responsive to all of the priorities set by NSIIC.  The information sharing and collaboration with 
our producer partners will strengthen and improve the long-term sustainability of the lamb industry’s 
infrastructure by improving communication and showing producers the type of products that consumers are 
asking for.  By filtering the information back to the seedstock producer, some of which are part of NSIP, it will 
allow for changes to be made genetically.  The information collected from the electronic grading will allow for 
enhanced marketing efforts by the efficiency of sorting carcasses and by improving the meat quality.  This 
technology will allow for the promotion of lamb through an organized method by being able to sort the cooler 
by primal and carcass weights as well as distributing that information back to individual producers that will 
ultimately enhance marketing efforts.   

Prior USDA or other Federal Support 

The American Lamb Board allocated $75,000 for each of the machines to be installed at our Dixon and Denver 
facilities.  This funding covered less than half of the total cost of equipment and implementation at each 
facility.  

Identification and significance of the issue being addressed 

This project will strengthen and enhance the production and marketing of lamb in the United States.  The 
Industry Road Map as well as the mission of NSIIC focuses on enhancing the lamb industry.  The dissemination 
of the electronic grading information has the potential to improve lamb quality and bolster the production of 
quality lamb across the country. 



What are the goals to be achieved with this grant funding? 

Superior Farms will create a web-based platform that includes the detailed information from the Electronic 
Grading machine from both the Dixon and Denver facilities.  This project will identify a way to collect and 
transmit the information to key producers/suppliers.  The measurable goal of this program will allow for 
Superior Farms to set baseline measurements for individuals producers and companywide in year one and 
measure carcass quality and improvements in the succeeding years.  Creating the baseline will take a 
considerable amount of time analyzing the data, however, it is essential to know where we are starting with 
each producer/supplier and within the company once the equipment is live and reporting.  The baseline 
reports may include information such as: primal weights, cutability of the carcass, yield and quality grade, 
carcass weight and salable meat.      

Work Plan – Task, Methodology, Individual responsible, and location where work will be done. 

The specific tasks for this project will be to create a web based portal, collect data, interpret the data, send 
data to the identified producers and suppliers, and creating a baseline for each producer/supplier and each 
processing facility so improvement can be tracked over time.   

The specific methodology used to create the web platform is agile project management. 

Work will be completed in Davis, Ca; Denver, Co; with possible outsourcing. 

Related Research or other efforts in this area of which you are aware, including an analysis of the 
competitive landscape if the award is for a commercial application. 

No research available. 

Potential Post application in this area of development of research or commercial endeavor 

The first year of data collection and dispersal of the information will be within the timeframe of this project.  
However, as we move forward and learn from the information and see how the carcass qualities change from 
the original baselines, this will allow for producers to make genetic and production changes that will further 
enhance the industry and producer communication. 

Background and rationale (citation of publications if any)  

“Preferences and Complaints associated with American Lamb Quality in Retail and Foodservice Markets” – 
National Lamb Quality Audit conducted by Colorado State University and The Ohio State University.   

“American Lamb Industry Road Map: A Collaborative Effort of the American Lamb Industry”  – American Lamb 
Board 

“Industry Implications and Economics of Implementation of Lamb Instrument Grading” – Colorado State 
University 

Relationship to industry, including technical, economic and social benefit 



Since this is new technology to the US sheep industry, the direct benefits are unknown, but will be measured 
as part of this project.  In order to make strides in carcass improvement, transparency about the lambs 
processed for key producers/suppliers is a step in the right direction for economic benefits to individual 
producers.  The industry has focused on the implentation of electronic grading for several years and now that 
the technology is in place at the harvest facilities, we have to create a streamlined process to share the 
techinical and educational information about the data being collected. 

Cost benefit analysis 

The benefit to the producers and suppliers will be seen at the ranch gate by improved feed efficiency, 
decrease in production costs, consistent genetics and ultimately improved carcass quality.  By creating a 
consistent and quality lamb carcass, the marketability and demand increases for lamb, ultimately providing a 
benefit to the producer/supplier.    

Policy or decisions affected by results 

The creation of a sign-in web based platform that producers can view their information pertinent to the lambs 
processed, will ultimately assist producers in making decisions as a result of the information.  By having this 
information available to the producers, they can make genetic and production changes that ultimately 
improve the quality of theirs lambs and carcasses.   Superior Farms will set baseline measurements for 
individuals producers in year one and measure carcass improvements and changes in the succeeding years.  
Producers will then have an opportunity to make genetic and production decisions that will ultimately improve 
upon their baseline measurements.          

Bio Sketch of each principal person 

Kevin Hutchins – IT Business Analyst, serves as primary liaison between business units and I.T., analyzes and 
improves business processes by utilizing a multitude of technologies, data analysis, BI SQL reporting, database 
development, ETL development (data integration), database design and maintenance, project management, 
requirements gathering, user acceptance testing, selection and management of outsourced technical 
resources, administration of Salesforce.com instance, and other technical duties as required. 

Lesa Eidman – Director of Producer Resources and Sustainability, focusing on the long term strategic vision 
for Superior Farms to partner with lamb producers, sheep industry associations and other industry 
stakeholders to strengthen and grow the American lamb industry.  Within this project, Lesa will communicate 
with producers regarding the educational component of the electronic grading information and how this 
information can influence changes at the ranch gate for individual producers.   

Shane MacKenzie – Vice President of Operations, joined Superior Farms in 1997 working through successive 
positions within the operations division.  These responsibilities include skin shed, harvest floor, fabrication, 
QC, case ready and other key components of the business in the United States and Australia.  Mr. Mackenzie is 
currently responsible for overseeing that the six divisions are operationally sound, efficient and solution 
providers to our sales team. Shane is a key member in the Executive Team and is actively involved in the 
success of Superior Farms LLCs. 

  



Jeff Evanson – Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer, has worked at Superior Farms for 27 years, 
the last 13 years as Chief Financial Officer.  Within Jeff’s duties as CFO, he oversees the livestock procurement 
function and Information Technology departments.  The project to be undertaken involves use of funds, IT and 
will serve the livestock community. 

Financial Feasibility (i.e., Is the budget proportionate to the endeavor, and will the outcome have a financial 
benefit to the industry in the near term or will additional funding be required?) 

The results from this project will have an immediate and long term benefit to the industry.  Within the year of 
this project we will have the opportunity to create a web based reporting mechanism and to distribute 
information to producer and supplier partners in a detail and method that would otherwise might not be 
possible.  The long term benefit comes through the opportunity to create baselines in year one and then to 
monitor improvements and changes in the following years.  These baselines will allow for producers to make 
changes to their genetic and production practices that will ultimately increase their efficiencies while 
producing a lamb carcass that is highly desirable by customers.     

Business Soundness (i.e., Are project participants qualified and experienced) 

The project participants directly tied to this project have more than 50 years combined of sheep industry 
involvement, and have extensive experience in their respective field.  Each participant has been involved with 
grant projects as well as similar duties described within this project.   

Management Ability  (i.e., Are project participants qualified and experienced) 

The project participants directly tied to this project have management experience within their respective fields 
and each are more than qualified to see this project finished successfully.   

Potential Industry Impact (i.e., How can the industry be expected to benefit in both qualitative and 
quantitative measures?) 

The industry has focused on the implentation of electronic grading for several years, and now that the 
technology is in place at the harvest facilities we have to create a streamlined process to share the techinical 
and educational information about the data being collected.  By focusing on key producers and suppliers we 
will be able to influence change at a faster and more productive rate, while still having a positive impact and 
change to the entire U.S sheep industry.   

The qualitative results will be measured by improvements made by each producer, and can be measured 
through carcass measurements taken by the electronic grading equipment.   

Industry Support (i.e., What data or other information is available to substantiate industry’s need or desire  
for this project?) 
 
 Industry Implications and Economics of Implementation of Lamb Instrument Grading – Colorado State 
University 

American Lamb Industry Road Map: A Collaborative Effort of the American Lamb Industry – American Lamb 
Board  



CERTIFICATION 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, all data in this application is true and correct.  The document has 
been duly authorized by the governing body of the Applicant and the Applicant will comply with all Grant 
requirement if the assistance is awarded. 

Signature:            Date: October 16, 2015 

Name of authorized representative: Lesa Eidman 

Title: Director of Producer Resources and Sustainability  

Email: lesa.eidman@superiorfarms.com  

Phone: (530) 297-3523   

 
Return this application to: stevelee@nsiic.org  
 
Additional Information for Applicants:  
Matching funds:  
In order to leverage funds available, NSIIC will assign 10 points to any application in which a match of cash or 
in-kind labor is contributed. In-kind matches may only account for 50% of the total match. Additionally, 
salaries or other expenditures that will be made by the applicant or the applicant's employer, irrespective of a 
potential grant award, cannot be used as a match.  
A subtraction of 10 points will be made from the total score of any application that includes an overhead 
budget of more than 7.5% of the total grant request. Request for capital expenditures are discouraged, and 
may not exceed 20% of the total budget in any event. Please justify any requested funding for equipment or 
other capital expenditures.  
 
Notification to Applicants: Applicants will be notified via e-mail that their application has been received within 
a day or two of receipt: After Review, all applicants will be sent a notice to the e-mail of the person listed as 
the contact person on the application. That notice will be one of three possible responses: 1)Your application 
did not score high enough for funding consideration 2) Your application scored high enough for funding as 
submitted 3) Your application scored high enough for funding but with modifications needed in the budget. 
You will be given the opportunity to make those modifications for funding or you may reject the modifications 
in which case the grant funding offer will be withdrawn. Instruction will be included in the notice. Please note 
that the Review Committee will not provide feedback to applicants however in some cases the Board may 
elect to encourage re submission with certain specific changes (i.e. those the Board feels were good causes 
but poor application preparation or those with a good idea but not sustainable as presented). In some 
instances the Board may want to provide a written statement, with the understanding that no further 
discussion is available. Please note that proposals submitted more than twice will not be evaluated. The NSIIC 
Board request that applicants refrain from communicating with Board Members specifically about the project 
(i.e. Lobbying your project). Under no circumstances will applications arriving past the deadline for submission 
be considered 


